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CHAPTER 1 

fRBtClFLBB OF EDUCATION IN PACKAQI|0 

Education in packaging is a relatively „ew idea coming from fact that 
packaging hai become slowly a real science. 

Twenty years ago,  traditional packaging materials such as wood, paper, 

board,  jute, metal, glass, were used to malee containers or wrappers in the 
simplest form they were produced. 

Protection was not too good, but nothing could be done better. 

The last world war has   opened a wide future for packaging technology, 

because of the necessity to give a special protection to any type of goods 

ranging from arms to fcod and to avoid waste.   At the same period, the chemical 
industry has made important pro&res«. 

Furthermore,  it has been possible to modify the quality of the traditional 

packaging materials employing chemical produots such as plastics and new 

material, have appeared such as polyethylene, pvc,  polystyrene, etc...    Fro* 

that time it was possible to de.ign a material in view of a very specific 

requirement, that will give the right protection at the right price for a 
given job. 

This however,  necessitates the use of laboratory facilities and the 

availability of chemists, physicians,  with a specific knowledge concerning 
proteotion of goods. 

These specialists have been formed the hard way and are to-day employed 

in large packaging manufacturing industries.    They are still very few in 

number and there is a large need for more, not only in the packaging induatry, 

but also in all other industries who have to solve their own packaging 
problems. 

This it the reason why packaging eduoation became a necessity first in 

the United States and in most of the European countries and to-day in the 
developing countries. 

«•HüftM 
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Principles of education will vary accordine *0    aims to be reached and the 

type of people to be trained.    Roughly,  there are three categories 

1)    - Students coming frotn umv^jues (Qr with 6Decified ^^ nf 

attainments to enter a univerB-i-fcyl  s 

They will become through sonerai packaging education the future 

"packaging en-ineers» (see chapter 3 - paragraph 1) 

2) - other r°mff people  :    they will become through a much simpler type of 

general education foremen in charge of running packaging lines. 

3) " fi^ple already in charge of packaging in e^,, :    they may attend a 

general education program to become packaging engineers or specialised 

education programs (see chapter 3 - paragraph 2) in order to know 
more in their specialities. 

As it can be seen,  education programs will vary according to    aims to be 

reached :    it will include more or less matters, be highly technical or 
essentially praoiical. 

But generally speaking, education in packaging must be based on the 

following principles :   1)- use of visual aids (colour-slides aovie films). 

2)- present samples of packaging materials and packages.    3)- provide 

demonstrationsspecially as far as technical characteristics of material, 

and packages are concerned.    These demonstrations will be better arranged if 

they take place in laboratories.    4)- demonstrate packaging operation, in 
plant, whtn possible. 

,.i^..^. -^•¿t||fiHWtrÉft ,A^. JSÄ». 
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CHAPTER 2 

IMPORTANCE OP PkCKArnvn 

EDUCATION TO IEVELORflENT OF BDUSTOY 

Packagi«, industry i. facing teda, a highly technology re^ire^nt. 

Products of any kind must be fully protected gainst lots of hazard*, for 

a given length of Urne and siven conditions at the lawest possible price. 

To-day it is very possible to achieve these goals but only on the basis of 

scientific research.    Only graduated packagi»« engineers or highly specialised 
experts will be able to solve these problems. 

New materials    cair'bnly be produced,  or new technM* Sloped by 

these type, of men, which to-day are still in a very lifted „umber and 

available only in highly industrialised countries. 

The clients of the packaging industry,  manufacturers of any type of 

good. , food.,  chemicals, pharmaceuticals, hardware, machinery, etc... 

realise that to-day they have to study their own packing problems themselves 

if they want to stay competitive (this for the industrialised countries).    If 

they „ant to sell, they need to protect their goods at least (this for the 

develop   countries).    In both case3,  they need packaging engineers. 

The.e are the reasono why these packaging engineers or specialists 

in packaging have to be formed through packaging edition program«!. 
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CHAPTER 3 

(HTOAL EDUCATION 

1) - 3ohool of Packaging Teohnolo/*y 

This it. the most desirable programme to be coripardd with any other 

high technological education leading to a degree of "Paokaging Engineer". 

It is open to students with specified grades of attainnient to enter 
a university. 

Such programme« baaed on 3 to 4 years study are in existence only in 

the USA for the past few years, for example at the University of East 
Lansing-Michigan. 

It necessitates the background and facilities of a university or of 
a college of higher technology. 

In the USA "graduated packaging engineers'1 are now available in very 

limited number since about 12 months, but this educational system is going 

on fast and it is believed that by 1975, more than 300 certified packaging 
engineers will be made. 

Programme in the case of a "School of Packaging Technology" includes 

not only packaging subjects but also high level eduoation on mathematics, 

physios,  chemistry and marketing. (See chapter 6). 

2) - One-year educational programme 

It is designed for people already in charge of packaging in companies 

who cannot spend full time in studies.    Therefore,  this programme includes 

only few hours every month (24 hours per month being considered as sufficient). 

It deals only with practical packaging matters.    Mathematics, physics, chemistry 

and marketing as such being excluded. (See ohapter 6).    Packaging Institutes 

and specialised centers are generally well equiped to conduct such programme«. 

This is the case for example in England and in Italy, number of working hours 
being however different. 
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3) - Twp-»»«v, nondenaad pr^^n^. 

.ducal1" ÜT" f0r **** later*"*d lD ^^^ "h° — "-10 
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CHAPTER 4 

3HCIALI3E) IPÜCATIQH 

It constati of ••minara design««! for people already working in 

companies with a sufficient cenerai packaging knowledge (generally acquired 

tV «xperienc«).    The*« seminar» can b« organised \¡y Packaging Imtitut«« 
or speoialiwd center«, as it is the oaae in Prance (for «ug^.ted 
programme see chapter 6). 

Th«y ^enerally lait 1, 2 or 3 day., acoording to Mb*«««. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Teacher, on be professional people selected for their ability to 

«plain thing. and not for their packaging knowledge.    miB it the case 

in the USA Military Packagi^ School.,    This give. excellent result«. 

However, thi. necessitates that all parto of the packaging course be 

fully written and that a sufficient number of specialised teacher, be 

used.    In addition, there is a limitation , these teachers are generally 

unable to answer specific questions outside their own programme.    Thi. is 

why the services of professional teachers are better ueeel in a »School of 

Flokatlag Technology«; (described in chapter 3).    In this case, planifi- 

cation of a progressive education of 3 to 4 years will compensate this 
lack. 

Teachers can be independent packaging specialists, coming fro« 

Packaging Institutes or Packaging Laboratories.    Generally, they are 

specialised, so it is necessary to use a number of them. 

Teachers may also come from the packaging industry. They are 

al«o speoialissd and eenerally very experienced, but in thi. case, 

it i. to be feared that they are inclined to promote their own production. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROGRAMMES 

Por general eduoation 

The Education Committee of the 3«ropean Packaging Federation has 

completed by  I967 ''- masterly document entitled "Blueprint for Packaging 

Education". 

Members of this Committee wert» t 

Prof. Dr. E. Grünateidl (Austria) 

Mr.  Ing.  B. Ryant (Czechoslovakia) 

Kr. C.  Jensen (Denmark and Scandinavia) 

Mr. P.  J. Louis (Prance) 

Mr. J.  Hoffmann (Germany) 

Mr. E. Schmidt (Germany) 

Mr. E.  O.O. Ridgwell (Ireland) 

Dr. N.  Oalleti (Italy) 

Mr. C.  Hillenius (Netherlands) 

Mr. J.   Lewandowaki (Poland) 

Mr. H.  W. Paynter (Great Britain) 

Mr. A.  Soltan (Poland) 

Br. L. Sicre (Spain) 

Mr. ft.  Binkert (Switzerland) 

Mr. A*  Oreber (Yugoslavia) 

Mr. Moto Xono (Japan) 

This detailed syllabus, prepared by the Executive Group for education of 

the European Packaging Federation,  is believed to be the most comprehensive 

ever published.    It merles out for educationists, lecturers and students 

alike the boundaries and depth of knowledge required by the European 

packaging technologist who seeks a worthy qualification to denote ooupeteno« 

and authority in his work.   Although paths of learning and qualifying standards 

s»ay vary from one European countxy to another, the aim must be to educate to a 

level whioh will ensure universal recognition of the packaging qualification 

wherever it  is obtained. 
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It is al.o e.8ential to give guidance on the level of general education 

require by a .tudent of packaging    The Executive Group has assumed he 

will have revived higher secondary education „p to sixteen years of age. 

At that stage,  most European educational ^sterns enable the student with 

specified grades of attainment to enter a University or College of Hi^er 

Technology.    We believe that students of packaging neec* corresponding 

educational backgrounds (notati,   i:, the pure  sciences),   if they are to 

pursue their specialist studieo successfully.    Por the ,nore mature student,  it 

will be necessary to substitute equivalent levels of further education and to 

take heed of knowledge acquired through experience.    The student's ultimate 

success will demand an above-average grasp of his national language and the 

ability to express himself clearly ad concisely. 

This syllabus deals with the following items : 

I Introduction to packaging 

II The necessity for paoking 

III Principles of protection 

IV Packaging materials 

V Typs of packaging 

VI Accessories for packaging 

VII Packaging and production prooesses of packed goods 

VIII Materials handling, movement and storage 

EC Paokage testing and development 

X Specifications and quality measurement for control 
XI Tramport and insurance 

XII Rationalisation and standardisation 
XIII Legal requirements 

XIV Marking,  identification and labelling 

XV Package daaign 

XVI loonomics of paokaging 

XVII Applied packaging 

l*ch item is fully detailed so that it can «erve as a guida to write 
a oowplete packaging course. 
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It is very cloBe to the actual programmes of the various USA School« 

of Packaging Technolog described in chapter   ,.    However,  it does not 

include mathematics,  physics,   chemistry, marketing but those items are 
available from universities. 

In our upinion the "Blueprint for Packaging Education» is an excellent 

and unique guide for general education programmes,   fully used in the case 

of »Schools for Packaging Technology» and partly used in the case of one- 

year education programmes, two weeks condensed programmes and direct-mail 
education (M described in chapter 3). 

For specialised ed^o**^» 

•Rie »Blueprint for Packaging» has also to be followed, but in this 

case just the parts corresponding to the specialities may be used. 

Selections of specialities are according to needs of the interested 

oountries.    Por example,  in France,  programme of specialised seminars 
for I970 is as follows: 

Biscuits packaging - Industrial packaging - Laboratory tests on packages 

and packaging materials - Visual research and attitude survey techniques 

in packaging design - Packen, of .eat - Packaging for shelf stable foods - 
Printii^ techniques in packagi nc?. 

Audio-viauajl programmes 

They can be used either for general or specialised education.    They 

consist of colour-slides and recorded tapes,   covering the entire field 

of packaging with basic information.    They have to be completed with 

explanation, of specialists.    Explanations given after each section of the 
programme and answers to specific questions. 
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A unique proer«, h. been dosila by «„ Canadian. Packing Inotitute 
duri„s a foux^ear, p,^.    It  lnoludes 2,300    .1M.., 24 Ws ^„^ 

and booklets.    Pro¿¿ramme is ae followc : 

How to plan a package 

Adhesives 

Paper a.d paporboard 

Corrugated 

Printing processes 

Set up and folding ccrtona 

Glass containers and cloaureB 

Poils 

Paper bags 

Metal containers 

Tubes, metal and plastico 

Aerosols 

Foam 

Paper containers 

Industrial packaging 

Industrial tapes 

Graphics and communication 

Plastics, fabrication and use 

Packaging machinery 

Packaging filmo 

Exclusive distribution rights for this programo    have b*en given to 

the »World Packaging (fcvranination«    ,,hich offers it for a price of t 5,000 

to national Packaging Institutes.    The Prench Packaging Inatitute will be 

the firet center to use it in Europe, starting January 1972. 
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In-plant training programmes 

They consist of theoretioal teaching accompanied by practical work. 

Theoretioal teaching may be based on the "Blueprint for Packaging Education" 
taken as a whole or partly.    Practical work may be designed in two 
different ways t 

1) - At school t in this case the school shall be equiped with the necessary 

machinery.    As it is impossible, or too expensive to bring in a central point 

equipment    for all packaging jobs, this system has been used only for 

speoifio training.    That was the case in the USA Military Packaging Sohool 

and at the French Packaging Institute for industrial packaging (corrosion 
prevention only) - in both cases, years ago. 

This is actually the case in the USA for education of packaging 
machinery maintenance specialists. 

2) - In-plants :    Theoretioal teaohiiig, according to all above sjosMonsd program- 

mes oan have as complement guided visits in industrial plante.    These visits 

may be of two types :    a) - demonstration»»«! full explanations - b) - demons- 

trations, full explanations and practical exercises.    In both cases, 

theoretical teaching corresponding to the in-plant education must be previously 

given to the students (for example t mornings at school, afternoons in plants). 

In fact, this type of programme is rarely put into action because of diffi- 

culties of organising properly the in-plant demonstrations (reluotance of 
the industry).   However,   it has been used with success in the UBA. It is 

believed that suoh a programme could be-greatly improved and simplified 

by addition to the previous teaching of visual aids (for example, oolor 

slides and comments taken from the above mentioned audio-visual programs e J 

and specific movie films).    The following in-plant demonstration will be then 

easier and better accepted by the industry.   Such an organisation has never 
been tried up to now. 

yt'rps 
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CHAPHK 7 

RBCCWOaiIATiaB 

Por developing countries it is our recommendation that education in 
packaging be organised at two levels ; 

1) - Por people working actually or having to work immediately in industry - 

2) - Por people that in near future should be in charge of education in 

their own oountry (formation of packaging teachers),    ibis is, in our 

opinion, the only way to help in a long run developing oountries to become 
•elf-supporting. 

In order to be realistic and to keep the general progredirne at a reasonable 
price level it is suggssted that in a first step, educational progrsnae 

be the saae for both categories of people.    Future teachers will then have 

to follow additional courses when possible,    fliey could meanwhile become 

offioers of local packaging centers which by all means will have to be created. 

AJU.,^^ ».wi^.^^ ••"^ —•¡tji [ j-imif-|fl    nH .....       .        .      ... .. „••••.afc* j.-,.^--    .-   •-_ ... __ ,<J 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL SY3TEK AIID PROGRAraiE 

The system should be of the general education typo,  condensed programme (see 

chapt.  3 point 3)» Ito length ¡nay varj  from 2 to 6 weeks according to speoific 

problems of the country to be solved.    Three years or even one-year programmes 

are out of question,  because developing countries should be able to solve 

their most urgent problems rapidly and because each of them have to face 

simple problems,  namely    protection of goods (mainly food)  they produce 

or distribute.    They are not yet  involved in the difficult marketing 

environment which necessitate sophisticated packaging approaches. 

The programme should be based on the "Blueprint for Packaging Education" 

with a selection of items according to the urgent needs of each country, 

combined with audio-visual aids and in-plant training of type no.2 (see 
chapter 6) 

Selection of the  items should be made after a brief survey of the 

situation in the given countries.    After review of conclusions further to 

these surveys,  if it  is agreeable,  the French Packaging Institute is 

willing to write specific programmes, at no cost, as a personal contribution 
to developing countries. 

It  is our opinion that such programmée should emphasize the following 

points :    bulk protection,    protection for transit and storage,  protection 

for retail distribution and this in fie areas of :    foods,  pharmaceuticals, 

chemicals,  and r„aybe. some industrial goods,   such as spare parts, tools, 
small equipment,    etc... 

Following sections of the »Blueprint for Packaging Education» should be 

in any case dealt    with :    Principle of protection - Packaging material« - 

Type of packaging - Accessories for packaging - Packaging and production 

processes of packed goods - Package testing and development - Marking, 

identification and labelling. 

Teachers,  in our opinion,  should bo selected only amongst the independent 

packaging specialista available in the European Packaging Institutes and 

Laboratories,  actually involved in packaging education. 
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